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Winner of the Douglas Southall Freeman History Award, Gentleman and Soldier is the first
biography in more than fifty years of Wade Hampton III (1818–1902), a Confederate general
whose life provides a unique, sweeping insight into the entire history of the Civil War in the
South. Hampton was a leading citizen of South Carolina before the war and the highest-ranking
cavalry leader on either side during the war. He fought in a remarkable number of battles from
Antietam to Gettysburg to Bentonville and after the war served as governor of South Carolina
and in the U.S. Senate.Hampton’s life, however, was one of dramatic contradictions. He was the
quintessential slave owner who nonetheless questioned the ethical underpinnings of the
“peculiar institution.” He was a prewar spokesperson for national unity but became an avid
secessionist. He condemned violence and abhorred dueling, but he probably killed more
opponents in battle than any other general with the possible exception of Nathan Bedford
Forrest. He “redeemed” South Carolina from Reconstruction but then extended more political
benefits to African Americans than any other Democratic governor in the postwar South. For
more than forty years he gave selflessly of himself to his state and his community, not only when
wealthy but also when teetering on the abyss of poverty.
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June 1898, Confederate veteran and amateur historian Edward Laight Wells of Charleston,
South Carolina, observed that “no life of Gen. Hampton, or account of his services has ever
been published. Such a book would, I think, find readers, because of the inherent interest of the
story and the popularity and widely known reputation of the man.” At the time, Wells was
completing Hampton and His Cavalry in ’64, a tribute to his former commander, which would be
published the following year. A decade later, he would write an unabashedly southern account of
his subject’s postwar political career, Hampton and Reconstruction. While both works contained
a certain amount of biographical material, Wells, despite his belief that a life study of Hampton
would find an audience, never undertook such a work. Perhaps he realized that a dramatic story
and a popular subject were not enough to ensure literary success.More than a century after
Wells proposed a study of the man, Wade Hampton continues to be neglected by book writers.
Manly Wade Wellman’s Giant in Gray, published in 1949, remains the only book-length
biography of this formidable soldier and influential politician. That study is marred, however, by
factual errors, and questionable interpretations; moreover, it is skewed toward its subject’s pre–
and post–Civil War career, which accounts for almost 60 percent of its text. Yet, in many ways
the period 1861–1865 was the most significant and memorable in its subject’s life.As Wells
observed, Hampton’s life story is so inherently interesting as to be almost irresistible. Known in
some circles as the wealthiest man in the prewar South, Wade Hampton III, the son and
grandson of upcountry South Carolinians renowned for their economic, political, and military
accomplishments, refused to succumb to the life of the idle rich. He worked long and hard to
make his plantations in Mississippi and his native state models of scientific farming. The owner
of several thousand slaves, by all indications he treated his chattels with a degree of civility
unusual in one of his station and time.Despite possessing no military experience beyond a few
militia musters, when the Civil War began Hampton quickly proved himself, as one admirer
described him, “every inch a soldier.” In addition to his military talents, he placed his personal
fortune at the disposal of the Southern nation, sending cotton to Europe in exchange for rifles
and cannon. With these resources he armed a one-thousand-man force of infantry, cavalry, and
artillery, which he raised, recruited, and then donated to the military forces of the Confederate
States of. America. Commanding this little army with the rank of colonel, Hampton helped win
battles, while exposing himself so boldly to enemy fire that he acquired two wounds.In mid-1862,
after recuperating from his second wound, Hampton, now a forty-four-year-old brigadier, made a
remarkable transition to cavalry service, that branch of the nineteenth-century army reserved for



zealous youngsters. For the next two years he served as ranking subordinate to the “Beau
Sabreur of the Confederacy,” Maj. Gen. James Ewell Brown Stuart. While never a bosom friend
of Stuart, whom he faulted for his gaudy lifestyle, cavalier mentality, and favoritism toward fellow
Virginians, Hampton ably served his superior. Stuart admired his tactical acumen and frequently
adopted his advice in preference to that of the professional soldiers who served under him.After
Stuart’s mortal wounding at Yellow Tavern in May 1864, Hampton, by then a major general,
became the de facto successor to the Beau Sabreur. For three months, however, Robert E. Lee
declined to make his promotion official, fearing that the South Carolinian lacked the youth and
energy demanded of the position. In August 1864, following inspired performances at Haw’s
Shop, Trevilian Station, and the opening battles of the Petersburg campaign, Hampton was
officially installed as commander of the Cavalry Corps, Army of Northern Virginia. Through the
remainder of his stint in Virginia, he proved to all who observed him that Lee had acted wisely, if
belatedly, in elevating him. In fact, he became such an indispensable component of the army’s
hierarchy that when Hampton left Virginia in early 1865 to defend his native state against the
hordes of William T. Sherman, Lee claimed his loss made inevitable the surrender of the Army of
Northern Virginia at Appomattox Court House.In the spring of 1865, following the defeat of Rebel
forces in the Carolinas, Hampton returned to his plantations, which had been vandalized and
burned. He spent the next decade trying in vain to restore his wealth and opposing the excesses
of military and congressional Reconstruction. In 1876, he was persuaded to reenter politics
(before the war he had served in the state legislature). Early the next year, following a race
marred by fraud and violence on both sides, he was elected governor of South Carolina by a
margin of thirteen hundred votes out of more than one hundred thousand, cast. He took office,
however, only after a five-month standoff against Republican officials who claimed victory and
upon the removal of occupation troops from his state.Although Hampton was hailed as a
redeemer by white constituents desperate to throw off the yoke of Reconstruction, his single
term as governor was notable for the moderate racial policies that prevailed throughout. Despite
intense pressure to champion white supremacy, Hampton consistently acted on the belief that
South Carolina’s whites and African Americans could not only live and work side by side, but
also prosper. His influence in state political circles, however, was challenged by radical factions
inside his party and lessened by his election in 1879 to the U.S. Senate.In Washington, as in
Columbia, Hampton was a voice of moderation, conciliation, and unity, while also a strong
proponent of the political, economic, and social interests of his state and region. Prevented by
new opponents—followers of the agrarian racist Benjamin R. Tillman—from winning a third term,
he relinquished his Senate seat in 1891. Following a stint as U.S. railroad commissioner, he
retired again to his home state, this time for good. By his death in 1902, Hampton was hailed as
a bridge between the Old South and the New. He was also remembered for a dramatic series of
contradictions. The quintessential slave owner, he had questioned the ethical underpinnings of
the Peculiar Institution and had argued against reopening the African slave trade. A prewar
spokesman for sectional harmony, he had become one of the most avid Confederates. A model



Christian who condemned violence and abhorred dueling, he personally dispatched more
opponents in battle than any other general officer, with the possible exception of Nathan Bedford
Forrest. The man who “redeemed” his state from black rule, he extended more political benefits
to African Americans than any other Democratic governor in the postwar South.Despite the best
efforts of Wells and Wellman, the man behind these dichotomies remains elusive. Some of his
more controversial actions have never been adequately explained, nor have the motivations
behind them. This book, which concentrates on its subject’s war career, attempts to reconcile
the conflicting attitudes and contradictory behavior of one whose views, policies, and actions
materially influenced the life of his state, his region, and his nation.ONE“I will sacrifice everything
but principle and honor.”The past two days had been a frustrating mixture of delay, tedium, and
slow, almost imperceptible movement toward the seat of war. Understandably, the 620 members
of the Hampton Legion were, in something less than an amiable mood when, at two-thirty on
that summer Sunday morning, the aged, overburdened “camel-back” engine pulling their troop
train lurched to a stop a mile south of the depot at Manassas Junction. To the accompaniment of
squealing metal and hissing steam, the raw recruits clambered out of the boxcars that had
carried them north from Gordonsville, Virginia, the final leg of an excruciating journey that had
begun in Richmond twenty-six hours earlier.1In common with the hundreds of other recruits who
had come north in recent days from Richmond, site of the capital of the fledgling nation known
as the Confederate States of America, the men of the Hampton Legion had reached their
destination none too soon. They alighted from the cars to the distant but alarming thump of
cannon fire. Though desultory, these exchanges between light artillery units positioned well to
the north and west hinted that before many hours had passed, the new arrivals would find
themselves in the thick of battle. Five days before, more than thirty-five thousand recruits under
Brig. Gen. Irvin McDowell had left the drill fields around Washington, D.C., heading for
Richmond. The roads they trod led to Manassas via Fairfax Court House, Centreville, and a
meandering watercourse, Bull Run, that flowed about three miles north of the depot. Along that
stream, miles of breastworks had been thrown up to block the Yankees’ route. They were held by
twenty-two thousand equally inexperienced Southerners under Brig. Gen. Pierre G. T.
Beauregard, one of the early heroes of this young war. Well aware of his precarious position, on
the eighteenth Beauregard had called for reinforcements—specifically, for the twelve thousand
troops who had gathered in the Shenandoah Valley under Gen. Joseph E. Johnston. Beauregard
hoped this force would reach him in time to even the odds in a confrontation that promised to
decide the fate of the Southern nation and the duration of its experiment in rebellion.2As
uncomfortable as the train ride had been, the ordeal of the Hampton Legion had been
immeasurably worsened by a lack of rations. Neither officers nor men had eaten anything since
leaving Richmond shortly before midnight on July 19–20. Rumor had it that the legion’s
commander had wired ahead to have food and drink ready for the command at Gordonsville.
Yet, as Pvt. Johnny Coxe recalled, upon arriving at that station, fifty-five miles south of
Manassas, a little after 6:00 P.M. on the twentieth, “instead of a sumptuous supper … we found



only a few negro women standing about with pies, cakes, and sandwiches for sale. The place
was small and couldn’t get together such a big supper.” Because the legionnaires had yet to
answer a pay call since joining the Provisional Army of the Confederacy, only those brazen
enough to steal from the local vendors could quiet their protesting stomachs.3The situation
rankled the commander of the hungry men, who seethed inwardly and swore aloud. He focused
his wrath on the local tavern keeper, who had received the order to prepare a legion-sized meal.
The display of temper produced no result, but it relieved the colonel of at least some of his
frustration. Forty-three-year-old Wade Hampton was a patriarchal figure to the troops of the
military unit that bore his name, and he treated their current plight as a personal affront. Since
the earliest days of the legion’s recruitment and formation, the tall, bewhiskered planter had
regarded the officers and enlisted men who had flocked to his standard as his. personal charges
—almost as his kinsmen.Hampton’s paternalistic attitude stemmed from his intimate
involvement in the legion’s formation. He had paid the cost of its armament, as well as a certain
amount of its equipment and, conceivably, some of its clothing, out of his own pocket. Such
generosity, while not unheard of among the wealthier citizens of the South, had produced a
unique organization. Wealthy patriots in many quarters of the infant Confederacy had defrayed
the cost of raising companies, battalions, and regiments of cavalry and infantry. Wade Hampton,
however, had recruited an army all his own, consisting of six companies of foot soldiers, three
(and later four) companies of cavalry, and a battery of light artillery.While most of the troopers
supplied their own uniforms and arms as well as horses, Hampton had purchased at least four
hundred Enfield rifles, the finest infantry arm of the day, as well as four English-made rifled
cannon, currently en route by steamer from Liverpool to Charleston. Such extraordinary largess
was made possible by the benefactor’s vast wealth. One of the largest landholders in the South,
Hampton managed a half dozen plantations in two states, on which more than fifteen hundred
slaves produced a variety of cash crops, principally cotton, tobacco, and rice.4Even if affordable,
his generosity bespoke a turnabout of personal philosophy. Until mid-April of 1861, when South
Carolina cannon fired on a U.S. Army garrison in Charleston Harbor, initiating nationwide
hostilities, Hampton had counseled fellow South Carolinians against precipitate action, either
military or political. He had opposed with special vehemence his state’s December 1860
announcement that it had seceded from the Union, an act he considered not only rash,
impractical, and unconstitutional, but also ruinous to the interests of his state.5Despite
Hampton’s best efforts, when his troops reboarded the cars of the Orange & Alexandria,
Railroad for the long run to Manassas, most of the legionnaires continued to endure hunger
pangs. And when, in the wee hours of the twenty-first, their overburdened conveyance arrived at
its, destination, the men had to endure additional discomforts. It was bad enough that, due to a
backup of troop trains, they were halted a. mile or so from the depot. But when ordered off the
cars in the stygian darkness, the men found they had to scale a steep embankment to reach
level ground. Muttering at the inconvenience of it all, the legionnaires clambered blindly up the
west wall of the cut, in the process dirtying their natty uniforms. Private Coxe recalled that “as we



disembarked some one inquired the time, and Lieutenant Lester pulled out his watch and said:
‘Half past two’.”6In response to their officers’ orders, the men sullenly filed into marching
formation. After several minutes of standing about, Colonel Hampton appeared at the head of
the column. Astride the warhorse that had made the trip from Richmond in one of the few
available freight cars, he guided the men along the right-of-way toward the junction, their
movements bathed in the glow of trackside bonfires. Upon reaching the depot, they joined
hundreds of other new arrivals, some of whom were lolling about in open fields, boiling coffee
and frying bacon and ham. Fortunately, rations were in abundance at the depot, and in a matter
of minutes the legionnaires were themselves breaking ranks and wolfing down a hearty
breakfast. “We greatly enjoyed our feast,” Coxe recalled, “and by the time it was over day was
breaking.”7As the men consumed the last fragments of bacon and biscuit, they became more
attuned to the pulsing din of artillery fire. As the sound grew intense and insistent, the makeshift
bivouac became a scene of much activity. Company officers alerted everyone to stand ready for
marching orders. Then the legion’s quartermaster and his assistants passed among the men,
doling out the 577 caliber ammunition that fed the rifles Hampton’s patronage had provided.
When the men had loaded and shouldered their pieces and had filled their cartridge boxes with
the remainder of their issuance, they began to march. On either side, other units began moving
in the same direction.Although it was now past 6:00 A.M., few men could see where they were
heading. The wooded road to Bull Run lay thick with dust that, when kicked up by hundreds of
moving feet, formed an almost impenetrable cloud that obscured vision and parched already-dry
throats. Well before the end of their brisk two-mile jaunt, the men in the ranks were not only
panting from exertion but also coughing and hawking to expel grit from mouths and throats.8As
per the orders he had received from one of General Beauregard’s staff officers, Hampton
directed his column toward Portici, the plantation home of a family named Lewis, which stood
directly south of a stone bridge that spanned Bull Run. The strategically located manor house
was now the field headquarters of one of Beauregard’s brigade commanders, Col. Philip St.
George Cocke, whose troops guarded two nearby fords. Hampton’s original intent had been to
support Cocke’s command at and near the bridge. When almost to his objective, however, the
colonel met a scout from Beauregard’s headquarters with a piece of alarming news.9The scout
had come up from points west, where he had observed a massive column of blue-clad infantry
and artillery crossing at Sudley Ford, beyond the Confederate left flank. The invaders were
threatening to envelop and crush a force that had rushed into their path, a couple of regiments
under Col. Nathan G. Evans. The defenders were spunky and full of fight, but they were too few
to halt the enemy drive. Unless quickly supported, they would be crushed or swept aside, with
dire consequences for the entire Confederate line.10Unknown to the scout, but not to Hampton,
Colonel Evans had already alerted his superiors to the threat at Sudley, and Beauregard had
ordered some recently arrived reinforcements to the critical sector: Alabama, Mississippi, and
Tennessee infantry, plus a Virginia battery, all under Brig. Gen. Barnard Bee, followed by two
regiments of Georgia foot soldiers under Col. Francis S. Bartow. Hampton, however, suspected



that, given the reported size of the blue column, even these troops would prove unequal to the
crisis. Therefore, the colonel ordered his troops into motion once again. This time he led off, as
he later reported, “at a right angle to the course I had been pursuing, and guided by the sound of
a heavy fire which had just opened, marched toward their [the enemy’s] advancing lines.”11At
the end of a mile covered at the double-quick, Hampton’s command neared the east-west-
running Warrenton Turnpike and, beyond it, the Yankee position, fronted by a bank of artillery. On
the crest of a ridge overlooking the pike a battery was exchanging shells with the attackers—the
Staunton Artillery of Capt. John Imboden, part of Bee’s brigade. Hampton positioned his men
within supporting range of the battery. While the gun crews continued to work their pieces,
oblivious to incoming rounds of shell and canister, the commander of the legion went forward, in
company with some of his officers and a few curious enlisted men, to try to gain a closer view of
the enemy position.From the edge of the high ground, he enjoyed a deep and wide view of the
field of battle beyond the turnpike. What he and the other onlookers saw did not bode well for the
future of their army. Thousands of blue-clad troops were pressing forward from the direction of
Sudley Ford, their bayonets flashing, as Johnny Coxe said, “like silver in the bright sunshine.”
Covered by the fire of their well-positioned cannon, the Yankees had begun to drive in Evans’s
and Bee’s troops. To the rear, Bartow’s Georgians were trying desperately to nail down a
position capable of halting the onslaught. While a concerned Hampton looked on, a Yankee gun
sent a shell in his direction. The round burst only a few feet from the colonel’s mount, showering
horse and rider with dirt and grass. Only the instincts of a born equestrian kept Hampton in the
saddle.12After several minutes spent in close proximity to the enemy without firing a shot in their
direction, the Hampton Legion received new orders, directing them to Bartow’s assistance.
Turning to his second in command, Lt. Col. Benjamin J. Johnson, and his senior company
commander, Capt. James Conner, Hampton leveled a volley of instructions. Within minutes, the
legion was sweeping down the ridge in line of battle, exactly as it had rehearsed during weeks of
drill in camp on their commander’s plantation outside Columbia. Reaching the base of the rise,
Hampton led his. recruits through a woodlot south and east of a farmstead belonging to a free
African American named Robinson. In this position the legionnaires for the first time came within
rifle range of the Federals pressing Bee and Bartow. Here they suffered their initial casualties, a
couple of officers and several men.13Ignoring the leaden rain, Hampton led onward until he
reached the foot of another stretch of high ground, a few hundred yards from the turnpike. There
one of Bartow’s regiments, which had gained a precarious lodgment, was in need of assistance.
Again Hampton rode forward to observe the action at close range. Minutes later, he returned to
the body of his command to announce: “Men of the Legion, I am happy to inform you that the
enemy is in sight!”14At his shouted order, the forward ranks of the legion started up the rise,
their Enfields at the ready. By the time they reached, the summit, as Johnny Coxe recalled,
“bullets were singing all about us.” One struck and killed his lieutenant, an old friend from his
hometown of Greenville. Redoubling their pace, as though speed made them impervious to
bullets, they eventually reached a line of fencing in the Georgians’ rear. Behind this barrier, which



provided minimal protection against rifle balls, the legion returned the enemy’s fire so stoutly as
to stun the nearest Federals, a few of whom turned and broke for the rear in what Hampton
called “great confusion.”15The legionnaires’ coolness under fire and good marksmanship
exerted a calming effect on the comrades they had come to assist. When one of Bartow’s
subordinates rode up to Hampton and asked, rather nervously, whether the legion intended to
hold so exposed a position, the planter-tumed-soldier replied, with a burst of emotion:
“Certainly!” His reply heartened the Georgian, who declared that he “wished to hold it too, but his
men were extremely anxious to retreat to a wood in the rear.” The officer rode back to his outfit
and informed its men “that the South Carolina battalion would remain and that they should do so,
too.” Thus reassured, Bartow’s brigade held its ground in front of Hampton’s men even as wide-
eyed members of Evans’s and Bee’s commands raced past, them to the rear.16Within minutes
of his defiant declaration, Hampton had cause to second- guess himself. After being halted by
the accurate fire of the legion, the Yankee infantry re-formed and, covered by their artillery,
resumed the advance, apparently in greater strength than before. Hampton quickly found his
position “entirely exposed” to musketry in front as well as to an enfilading fire from a battery in a
concealed position opposite his left. The combined fire took a grievous toll; among its victims
was Lieutenant Colonel Johnson, who fell dead with a bullet in his skull. Hampton himself was
dashed to the ground when his mount was killed by an artillery shell. With the assistance of
Captain Conner, the senior surviving line officer, the dazed but unhurt officer led the legion back
to the high ground south of the Robinson place. Bartow’s men, their position also untenable,
followed suit.17The withdrawal, which was conducted efficiently despite the trying conditions
under which it was performed, failed to save Hampton’s people from additional harm. No sooner
had the command reassembled on Henry House Hill than yet another body of Union infantry
materialized off the right flank. Even as this force opened on the legionnaires, the battery on their
left galloped toward them up the turnpike, supported by another phalanx of foot soldiers. To
complete Hampton’s predicament, the main enemy force, several thousand strong, pressed
forward on the road from Sudley Ford, aiming for the legion’s center.All too clearly, Hampton saw
that “we were nearly surrounded,” vulnerable to simultaneous, crushing blows from three sides.
A sudden thought struck him with the force of a mule kick: This, his first battle, was also apt to be
his last.18The world into which Wade Hampton III was born on March 28, 1818, had been
largely shaped by the father and the grandfather whose name he shared. He would live long
enough, however, to see that world ended by the equally devastating effects of war and social
change.His ancestry, which lent him a powerful sense of self-identity even in early youth, was a
lifelong source of pride. He was born in a historic Charleston house, the home of his mother’s
family—in fact, in the very room overlooking Hasel Street that she had occupied in girlhood.
Edward Wells would observe that from his mother Hampton inherited “the mingled blood of
Saxon and Celt, of Briton and Huguenot,” while “on his paternal side he came of that sturdy
stock, large and vigorous in frame, active in mind and body, brave men, and true women, the
Virginians, who did such patient work and gallant deeds in winning empire from the wilderness.”



Combining as it did the social, cultural, and economic influences of the Upper and Lower South
of the early nineteenth century, his was a heritage that should have impressed the most
discriminating devotee of pedigree.19The house in which Wade Hampton III was bomIn fact, the
family into which the third Wade Hampton was born was notable less for a long, illustrious
heritage than for its vast wealth—wealth that it had amassed only since the end of the
Revolutionary War. The first three generations of Hamptons in America had been small farmers
who through hard work and determined thrift gradually merited the grandiose title of “planter.”
Historians and genealogists trace the family’s roots to Staffordshire and Middlesex, England,
where Hamptons had resided since the eleventh or twelfth century. From Middlesex came the
first American emigre: Rev. Thomas Hampton, an Episcopalian minister who made the perilous
voyage to the New World in 1729, followed a year or two later by his wife, Joan, and their three
children.The family lived briefly in Jamestown, then the capital of Virginia, from whence they
relocated to Gloucester County, on the colony’s Middle Peninsula. There the first American-born
Hampton, Thomas, came into the world. Thomas, like his father, entered the church, but his
eldest son, John, born in King William County, made his living from the soil. In the process, and
thanks largely to the labor of the few slaves he had been able to purchase, John Hampton
became moderately wealthy, if not socially prominent. John also made a name as a soldier—the
first of his line to do so—by leading militia troops against hostile Indians who threatened the
settlers of James City County. John’s military abilities eventually gained him the rank of
captain.20Thomas’s second son, Anthony, the great-grandfather of Wade III, was the first
Hampton to settle in South Carolina. Abandoning a career as a flax-breaker, Anthony carved a
farm out of the wilderness along the Tiger River, which borders present-day Spartanburg. There,
about 1774, he built a modest cabin in which he resided with his wife and five sons, his married
daughter, and her husband. The second son, Wade, received a limited education but one
substantial enough to enable him to school the children of neighboring settlers. Enamored of
hunting, an avocation that his son and grandson would enthusiastically adopt, Wade,
accompanied by his three younger brothers, was in the woods tracking game on the tragic day in
July 1776 when Cherokees in war paint attacked the family cabin, burned it to the ground, and
killed every inhabitant, including Anthony Hampton’s newborn grandson.With a grim
determination that would mark his lifelong quest for fortune and position, Wade, after burying his
family, armed himself and his brothers, enlisted the help of neighbors and friends, and pursued
the Cherokees. Deep in the forest they overtook the war party.With Indian-like stealth, they
surrounded its camp, attacked with a war whoop all their own, and dispatched almost the entire
band with muskets, knives, and gun- butts. Bloodied, exhausted, their thirst for vengeance
slaked, the attackers elected not to pursue the few escapees.21Hampton’s grandfather, Wade
Hampton IThe brothers Hampton, very much at loose ends, could not bear to return to a life of
farming. Instead, they gave themselves over to the struggle against invading whites—British
regulars and Hessian mercenaries who had invaded America to suppress a seething rebellion
against the rule of King George III. The previous spring, a tense standoff in the upper colonies



had turned into a shooting war in Massachusetts. Now the struggle had spread to the South,
where it had taken on a particularly vicious tone, with few participants on either side observing
the rules of civilized warfare. In such a war Wade Hampton, seeking an outlet for his rage and
frustration, rose to prominence. Strong and intelligent, backwoods-savvy, he excelled as a
member, and later as a-leader, of partisan forces, before attaining the rank of captain in the
Second South Carolina Regiment. Later he transferred to dragoon service. Manly Wellman
observes that he “rode like a Bedouin, and showed talent with a broad, curved saber, not good
for thrusting but capable of dealing a terrible slash when wielded by a strong arm.”22Although
never vanquished, the captain was twice captured. On the first occasion, as a member of the
garrison at Charleston that was surrendered to the British in May 1780, he was freed on parole.
After a few months of inactivity he returned to duty, enraged and sickened by British atrocities
against civilians and wounded soldiers. He was also incensed that the Indians who had
butchered his family had been encouraged in their depredations by the Redcoats, with whom
they had formed an alliance. The second time he fell into enemy hands, he found himself liable
to execution as a parole violator. Before the sentence could be carried out, he wrested a musket
from an inattentive sentinel, shot and bludgeoned his captors, escaped into the wilderness, and
rejoined his unit. He went on to distinguish himself in combat at Hanging Rock, Rocky Mount,
and Eutaw Springs.After Cornwallis surrendered his army in Virginia, effectively ending the
British intervention, Captain Hampton was willing to leave military life for the more settled
existence of a farmer. He prospered in peace as he had in war. In the late 1780s he purchased
an estate on the Congaree River outside Columbia, the new capital of South Carolina. Through
the labor of a dozen slaves, he planted large quantities of com, beets, and other vegetables, as
well as various cash crops.23Tobacco gained him his first touch of wealth, but by the end of the
century he had put most of his capital into cotton. A pioneer in cultivating this crop, which had
recently become a profitable enterprise thanks to the invention of the cotton gin, he assumed
many risks in introducing it to a climate and a soil others considered unsuitable to its growth.
Refusing to gamble small, he planted, as one admirer observed, “nearly one thousand acres of
the seed, while his neighbors were afraid to venture upon more than would grow in their flower
gardens. He was quite successful with his first crop, having gathered about five hundred bales,
which were sold in Liverpool at a handsome profit.” In quick time, the plant brought Wade
Hampton a fortune, one that continued to expand almost magically. He had truly become a
gentleman farmer, the first of his line to merit that designation.24By the turn of the nineteenth
century, the first Wade Hampton had outlived two wives, married a third, reared three sons and
three daughters, and become one of the largest landowners in the Deep South. His possessions
included a mansion on Blanding Street in Columbia as well as a manor house on his home
plantation, Millwood, five miles east of the city. He had acquired more than one thousand slaves
—so many, it was said, that “he did not know them when he met them, and that they were
constantly introducing themselves to him.” Increasingly, he was able to pursue, outside interests
including reading, private study, and other forms of self-improvement, as well as avocations



including hunting, fishing, the importation of prized livestock—cattle, sheep, swine, and hounds
—and the breeding and racing of thoroughbred horses. He bred and trained some of the finest
racing stock in South Carolina, saw them win every major turf trial in his state, and helped found
the South Carolina Jockey Club. Having amassed untold wealth, in later life he divested himself
of large amounts, contributing generously to the faith of his forebears (although he considered
himself a “loose” Episcopalian) as well as to educational institutions including Columbia’s South
Carolina College, later the state university, on whose board of trustees he served for many
years.25He never lost his interest in things military. He served faithfully in the state militia, and in
his late fifties he returned to federal service as a colonel of horse, eventually with the rank of
brigadier general. He retook the field when the War of 1812 broke out, although his second
confrontation with the British was not as successful as his first. In 1814, after leading a failed
attempt to capture Canadian garrisons, he resigned his commission, the result of quarrels with
fellow officers and clashes with his superiors. By contrast, his eldest son and namesake, who cut
short his studies at South Carolina College to serve on the staff of Gen. Andrew Jackson, made
a distinguished war record, notably as a courier bearing important dispatches. Reportedly, Wade
Hampton II was the first messenger to inform official Washington of Jackson’s pivotal victory at
New Orleans.26The second Wade Hampton parlayed his war record (he rose to, and in later life
was universally addressed as, Colonel), as well as his family’s resources and political
prominence (the first Wade had served several terms in the state legislature and two in the U.S.
House of Representatives), into even greater wealth and power than his father had amassed. By
1835, when the elder Wade died, his son owned a successful plantation near Columbia. His
father bequeathed to him the remainder of the family’s property, which by now encompassed not
only Millwood—with its Greek Revival plantation house, five acres of flower gardens, and
clusters of slave cabins—but several estates in South Carolina’s Richland District. Other
holdings included a three-thousand-acre plantation (Walnut Ridge) in Issaquena County,
Mississippi, where cotton was the principal crop; Houmas, a twelve-thousand-acre plantation on
the Mississippi River near Donaldsonville, Louisiana, which produced several hundred thousand
hogsheads of sugar each year; and thousands of uncultivated acres in Texas. The family also
owned hunting lodges in Virginia and Cashiers Valley, North Carolina.27An antebellum photo of
the arbor at MillwoodEven before coming into his inheritance, Wade II had extended his social
influence, and improved his financial health, by marrying Ann Fitzsimmons, daughter of an Irish
immigrant who had made a fortune in the shipping industry. His wife’s dowry included a
plantation near Augusta, Georgia, worked by seventy-five slaves. Her family was politically as
well as socially prominent: Ann’s older sister, Catherine, was married to James Henry
Hammond, future governor of, and U.S. senator from, South Carolina. Each of Wade Hampton’s
sisters also married politicians, two of whom were elected governor.28Although akin to his father
in some respects, including his managerial ability and love of fine horseflesh, Colonel Hampton
was more educated and refined, less rough-hewn and backwoods-tough. One historian
describes him as “ideally the gracious, benevolent, cultured country gentleman of the traditional



Old South … [who] lived in the grand manner of the storied Southern planter, accumulating a
great library, entertaining lavishly, and sparing no expense in maintaining a racing
establishment…. ” Spared the necessity of making a fortune, he was less acquisitive than his
father and more inclined, at an early age, to part with his possessions. When his family’s vast
holdings were deeded to him, he at once divested himself of half of them. Believing that the two
surviving daughters of his father and his third wife were in greater need of financial security,
Wade II did “what few men ever did before or since. He tore it [his father’s will] in a hundred
pieces and then made an exact and equal division of all his father’s property between himself
and half-sisters.” As part of the arrangement, he relinquished title to the house on Blanding
Street and the sugar-production estate on the Mississippi.29When his eldest son was born in
1818, the second Wade imbued the boy with an interest in education, a love of fine things, and
an appreciation of manners, mores, and social graces. During his first seventeen years, the boy
was influenced just as heavily, if not more so, by his formidable grandfather. Wade I captivated
the youngster with stories of his exploits against redskins and Redcoats and awed him with
displays of sacred heirlooms—the spurs, knives, and pistols with which he had tamed the
wilderness; the gilt-encrusted uniform he had worn in two wars; the saber he had wielded with
enough power and precision to gain a reputation as a master swordsman.Wade Hampton III
spent most of his youth at Millwood, with frequent excursions to the family’s outstate holdings.
When not in the company of his doting parents and grandfather, he was cared for by a black
nurse named Nelly, described as “a kind, intelligent and faithful house servant, who later was
nurse and playmate to younger Hampton babies.” Those infants included Wade’s brothers,
Christopher (“Kit”) and Frank, and his five sisters: in order of their birth, Harriet, Catherine
(“Kate”), Ann, Caroline Louisa, and Mary Fisher. While ever on good terms with his brothers and
sisters, Wade III grew especially close to the youngest of each: the handsome, unfailingly
cheerful Frank, and the petite, kind-hearted “Fisher.”30Like each of his siblings, Wade III
inherited defining traits from his grandfather and both of his parents. The Hampton men
bequeathed to him not only an aesthetic sensibility but also a sound physique and a love of
outdoor recreation. He also inherited a native reserve that some observers would mistake for
diffidence or even arrogance. This tendency was relieved, however, by an amiable disposition
that appears to have been the early influence of the mother who died when Wade III was fifteen.
As Manly Wellman notes, “among those who did enjoy his friendship and confidence he was
unusual for geniality and generosity even among the open handed plantation gentry of the
antebellum South. He was able to gather around himself the most devoted of companions, from
aristocrat to slave. All through his long life, with its triumphs and its tragedies, they clung to
him.”31A prewar drawing of trank HamptonMore than for his quiet demeanor or his determined
sociability, Wade the Third, even as a boy, was notable for physical and mental toughness.
Wellman tells the story, supposedly taken from family lore, of how, when barely past the toddler
stage, he attacked and dispatched with his toy sword a large, angry drake, lord and master of
the duck pond at Millwood. In later years, he wielded a heftier blade with uncommon power, as



well as with exquisite mastery; a long line of human opponents, if pressed, would have testified
to his prowess.In his early teens, he began to display the physique of a body-builder or a pugilist.
His strength was largely in his upper body, which featured muscular arms, broad shoulders, a
barrel chest, and a bull neck. Yet he was not massively built, even by the norms of his era. In his
early twenties, he reached his full height of six feet, and for years thereafter his weight hovered
around 175, although by the time he was fifty he had put on another seventy pounds. Thus he
was only four or five inches above the average male stature, but his well-developed torso and his
habitually ramrod-straight posture made him look taller still. Many—especially those Yankees he
engaged at close quarters—spoke of him as a giant, as he must have appeared in the heat of
battle.32In addition to his mastery of the sword, Hampton displayed an early proficiency with
firearms. While a good shot with a rifle, he was especially adept with a pistol, which he wielded
with instinctive accuracy. During the war, he declared to a subordinate that he “never took sight
when shooting a pistol, that he looked at the object and pulled [the trigger] as soon as he raised
the gun, not waiting a second.” Nine times out of ten, he struck the target square. Hampton was
such a student of the handgun that a suggestion he made, before the war, to Samuel Colt
prompted the arms manufacturer to add a technical innovation to his celebrated “Peacemaker.”
Hampton received no royalty for his proposal, but a grateful Colt sent him an ornate presentation
piece.33Even in his youth, Hampton showed himself, to be an accomplished horseman, as he
was throughout his life. In later years, in common with other male members of his clan whose
physique approximated his own, he favored large but fleet-footed steeds, the offspring of the
prized animals his father had imported from England. Although hardly the embodiment of a
jockey, Hampton loved to race his thoroughbreds in genteel but earnest competition with friends
and relatives. He took great pleasure in breeding the family’s horses and introducing them to the
turf. He was careful, however, never to overwork them, and he never neglected or mistreated
them. Usually he rode with single rein, a curb bit, and lightweight spurs, and it was said that his
seat was light enough to make “a heavyweight in pounds a burden easily and pleasurably
carried by the horse.”34He melded his interests in weaponry and horsemanship through
hunting, which became his lifelong passion. The country in which he grew to maturity, teeming
with deer, quail, and other game, fostered his interest in this sport. While small game provided
much enjoyment, he hungered for bigger, more dangerous prey. By the time he reached his mid-
twenties, bear had become his preferred quarry. Black bears inhabited the woods of his native
region and also the hills of western North Carolina and Virginia where the family maintained
lodges. Astride well-trained mounts, accompanied by similar-minded sportsmen and packs of
hounds, he would track bears to their habitat deep. in the woods and mountains. When he
brought them to bay, he would dispatch them with the rifle and, on occasion, with the knife,
another weapon he wielded with both force and precision. At times he would venture so close to
his prey that he would return home with holes in his jacket and breeches and claw marks on his
arms and legs. It was dangerous sport, to be sure, but he pursued it until a freak riding accident,
in his sixties, resulted in the amputation of his leg and ended his hunting days for good.35At an



early age, the third Wade Hampton was tutored in the responsibilities incumbent upon an heir to
southern aristocracy. By instruction and example, his father and other family elders impressed
on him that he, like they, had certain obligations to his race, class, and region. In every situation,
and especially in the face of adversity, he was expected to comport himself as a gentleman—
sober, self-composed, and unfailingly polite. Above all else, he must uphold his family’s honor,
never allowing shame or disrepute to tarnish the Hampton name. For a southern gentleman,
honor was a sacred trust, a code to live by, and a defining measure of a man’s character and
worth.The young man learned his lessons well. Throughout his life he would carry easily the
burdens—the intellectual and emotional baggage—of his status as a white southerner of
breeding and means. Even so, he refused to succumb to the romantic myths that colored the
self-perceptions of other mid-nine-teenth-century southerners. As a boy, he fed on the chivalric
tales of Sir Walter Scott and the lachrymose verses of Lord Byron. Even then, however, he
seems to have regarded these works as escapist lore rather than as guides to right living.Certain
attitudes and concerns that found general acceptance among his class stirred doubts and
raised questions in the young man. He avoided the dissolute behavior in which so many sons of
the plantation aristocracy indulged. He did not use tobacco; he rarely imbibed alcoholic
beverages (although he later developed a taste for fine wines, an affection that found expression
in a two-story wine cellar); and his name was never linked to sexual indiscretions of any sort. As
proficient as he was with the pistol, he came to abhor the practice of dueling, by which
generations of southern gentleman made public display of their honor and courage while
indulging in carefully controlled violence. So forcibly did he make known his distaste of the code
duello that he was never forced to engage in it; and whenever possible, he dissuaded friends
and relatives from resorting to the practice.36Only once did he drop his opposition to dueling,
this in response to an egregious offense against his family. As a boy, he and his brothers and
sisters enjoyed visiting at Silver Bluff, the Beach Island, South Carolina, plantation of their uncle
James and aunt Catherine Hammond. There, in company with their cousins, Wade, Kit, and
Frank fished, hunted, and engaged in outdoor sports. When Hammond, a former U.S.
congressman, was elected governor of South Carolina in 1842, his nieces and nephews
became regular visitors at his house in Columbia.The Hampton girls became especial favorites
of their uncle, who, apparently unknown to his widower brother-in-law, was possessed of a nigh-
uncontrollable libido which had led him to take a succession of female slaves as his mistresses.
First at Silver Bluff, then in the governor’s home, the thirtyish Hammond was captivated by the
beauty, naivete, and budding sexuality of the four oldest girls: Harriet, then nineteen; Catherine,
seventeen; Arm, fifteen; and Caroline, fourteen. Lacking a mother’s supervision, the sisters
showed little restraint in vying for the affection of their uncle. When in his company, they
showered him with kisses and intimate embraces, while apparently encouraging him to
reciprocate. Unable to resist so great a temptation, Hammond, when alone with the “four lovely
creatures,” began to molest them. This behavior, which he carried on for more than two years,
involved, as he admitted, every form of physical intimacy “short of direct sexual



intercourse.”37Hammond managed to keep his indiscretions a secret until April 1843, when
Catherine abruptly and vocally rejected his advances. Stung by her reaction, Hammond
apologized profusely and ended his intimacies with the girls. If he expected to escape exposure
and scandal, he was mistaken, but the storm did not break for another eight months, when
Catherine finally brought his conduct to her father’s attention. Twenty-five-year-old Wade
Hampton III immediately proposed to challenge the miscreant to the field of honor; later, he
considered administering a public beating or flogging. His father reacted more calmly, if no less
angrily, to the news.38Hammond, having learned of Catherine’s revelations, feared physical
harm and even assassination; he began to arm himself when walking to and from his office.
Weeks passed, however, and nothing untoward happened. At first he suspected that his position
made him unassailable; later he realized that his powerful relative intended to exact a slower,
more satisfying, revenge. Instead of threatening Hammond physically, Wade Hampton II and his
family set out to ruin their relation by disclosing his conduct to influential friends. By this tactic
they succeeded not only in blackballing Hammond from respectable society but also in thwarting
his professional designs. Whenever the ambitious politician sought office, the Hamptons
engineered a whispering campaign that never failed to bring him low. To do so they had only to
display a letter that Hammond had sent his brother-in-law in an effort to excuse his conduct but
which served, instead, as an admission of guilt.39Not until 1857, by which time the elder
Hampton had left South Carolina for permanent residence on his Mississippi plantation, did
Hammond gain high office, being elected to the U.S. Senate. By then, although his political
reputation had been somewhat rehabilitated, his health and spirit had been broken, as had his
marriage and numerous family attachments. But James Henry Hammond was not the only victim
of the sordid affair that continued to exile him from high society. By publicizing his relative’s
indiscretions, Colonel Hampton ensured that his daughters suffered humiliation and ostracism.
Their youth and gender failed to protect them from the punishment accorded to notorious
violators of early-Victorian mores. As one political official observed to a colleague, “after all the
fuss made no man who valued his standing could marry one of the Hampton girls.” In fact, all
four were condemned to lifelong spinsterhood.40Another entrenched institution of mid-
nineteenth-century southern society that Wade Hampton III apparently came to question,
perhaps even to condemn, was the one most critical to the survival of his way of life—chattel
slavery. As a member of the landed gentry, one who would inherit thousands and purchase
hundreds more, his dubious attitude toward the practice may appear incomprehensibly ironic.
But from youth he appears to have been bothered, and in later years appalled, by the
indifference, callousness, and cruelty that too many masters, including some of his kinsmen,
displayed toward their chattels. He also came to abhor the most inhuman elements of the slave
trade, especially the willingness of many masters to break up slave families by selling off fathers,
mothers, and children strictly in the interest of financial gain.When he himself became a
slaveholder, Hampton resolved to treat his chattels as considerately as possible. He provided
them with snug habitations, warm clothing, abundant food, and other basic comforts, while on



many occasions—not merely holidays—presenting them with small gifts and unexpected
luxuries. Whenever disease struck—measles, diphtheria, typhoid fever, smallpox, and other
lowland maladies made regular visits to Hampton’s plantations—he would ensure that his
chattels received medical care on a par with that given his family. Supposedly, he hired his
overseers with an eye to fair dealing and an even temper, and he enjoined them to manage the
workforce as humanely as possible. This is not to say that none of his chattels was overworked
or treated harshly, but the master neither condoned nor excused such treatment. Through his
paternalistic behavior, he endeared himself to his bondsmen, many of whom praised him to the
slaves of other planters and bragged to white folk that they worked for “Marse Wade.”41And yet
too much can be made of Hampton’s professed aversion to the Peculiar Institution. In all
probability, his views on slavery did not differ markedly from those of many of his
contemporaries. Dozens of planters, before and after Hampton became a slaveholder by
inheritance, expressed misgivings, and even guilt feelings, toward slavery, but they perpetuated
it nonetheless. Although Hampton may have questioned some of the assumptions on which the
practice was founded, he never unambiguously publicized his doubts, even after gaining political
office. In December 1859, as the shadow of civil war spread across the land, he rose in the
South Carolina senate to speak against reopening the overseas slave trade. His oration elicited
praise from northern abolitionists as well as from liberal-minded southerners. While sincerely
committed to keeping the ban in effect, he may well have acted, at least in part, from self-
interest. The trade with Africa had been closed in 1808 primarily to prevent a disastrous glut on
the American market, one that would devalue slaveholders’ property. Fifty years later, that
consideration would still have carried weight with planters of Hampton’s stature. Then, too, as he
freely admitted, his primary goal was to avoid antagonizing the North and precipitating the
breakup of the Union. The speech did include criticism of slavery as an institution. But implicit in
Hampton’s oration was the notion that slavery was a regrettable necessity, not a stain on
America’s soul.42However strong was Hampton’s antislavery impulse, it rested on ethical rather
than moral or religious grounds. Like his father, the third Wade Hampton was rather loosely
connected with organized religion. Nominally an Episcopalian, especially through the first half of
his life he appears to have displayed little interest in his faith beyond its ability to polish his
reputation as a Christian gentleman. He never argued against slavery as a sin, an offense
against God as well as man. Nor did he see the practice as at odds with acceptable political
philosophy. Conversely, in the manner of slavery’s most avid apologists, he condemned the
tactics of abolitionists and others who sought at every turn to interject the slavery controversy
into the political process.Nor did he make any attempt to translate his beliefs into action. So far
as can be determined, he failed to emancipate any of his chattels, young or old. Along with many
other seemingly enlightened planters, he may have felt constrained from doing so by the all-too-
evident plight of freed slaves in the South. Their lack of education and job skills, their
unfamiliarity with freedom, and the legal and political restrictions imposed on them by a society
steeped in prejudice and discrimination combined to deny most freedmen a respectable



existence. But to cite this undesirable condition as a defense of slaveholding was to argue that
ex-slaves were inherently incapable of betterment.At bottom, while he may have been
committed to ameliorating the most objectionable features of an institution that troubled him,
Wade Hampton III took no steps to end the practice—nor did he attempt to persuade others to
do so. Viewed in this light, he was no different from the hundreds of other southerners who saw
evil in slavery but not enough evil to demand its eradication.43Colonel Hampton had attended,
but had not been graduated from, South Carolina College. He was determined, however, that his
son would complete the full course of study at the institution of which he, like his father before
him, was a benefactor and trustee. In 1832, Wade III matriculated at his state’s premier
institution of higher learning, embarking upon the broad classical education that constituted the
core of every college curriculum of the day. Rather than simply immerse himself in learning, he
attended college with a view to studying law—principally, it would appear, as a steppingstone to
political office. He was well prepared for higher education, having attended, with his brothers,
the well-appointed academy that flourished at neighboring Rice Creek. Then, too, he had
benefited from daily exposure to the ten thousand volumes in the library at Millwood, which
embraced virtually the sum total of human knowledge of the period.44The undergraduate did
well in his studies, winning especially high grades in Latin, Greek, and modem literature. Yet he
was neither a bookworm nor a professional student; he looked forward to time outside the
lecture hall, much of which he spent hunting and fishing and on vacation with his family in the
Appalachians. There the Hamptons not only relaxed but helped civilize their less aristocratic
neighbors. Edward Wells claimed that the family’s extended stays at Cashiers Valley and their
other remote hideaways were of “material and lasting benefit to their surroundings in the
improvement of manners and morals.” He elaborated, in his trademark purple prose: “Many of
the inhabitants of this sparsely-settled region were descendants of those who, coming from
other communities, had left… to seek a refuge where trackless forests and mountains barred the
service of legal process…. To these people in that day was thus afforded by the Hamptons the
civilizing, educating influence exerted by those of gentle birth and culture. Fair hands and kindly
hearts dispensed charity by gracious words and deeds in many a rude log-cabin clinging to the
mountain-side or nestled in the lonely ‘cove.’ No wonder that among them Hampton became a
name to conjure by.”45The third Wade Hampton left South Carolina College, sheepskin in hand,
in the spring of 1836, the year after his grandfather’s death. While he captured no academic
prizes during his four years there, his college career had given him the polish and self-
confidence of an educated man as well as a host of fond memories, primarily of classmates with
whom he forged friendships and those faculty members who had impressed and influenced him,
including Francis Lieber, the eminent professor of political science. In later years, wishing to
“manifest my gratitude to my Alma Mater,” he funded two full scholarships, which he stipulated
should go to those “who tho worthy of an education, are unable to procure one.”46Upon
graduation, Wade III shared more fully than ever before in the operation of the several
plantations the family had acquired. His growing involvement in financial affairs occasionally



took him far from home—to Richmond, to New Orleans, to New York City. When at Millwood he
paid increasing heed to the demands of polite society, being introduced to, and being received
into the homes of, the best families of his region.He found the time to reacquaint himself with
kinfolk from whom he had been separated by years of schooling and business affairs. These
included his half-cousin, Margaret Cantey Preston, a childhood companion whose mother,
Harriet, was half-sister to Wade Hampton II. By 1837, Margaret had grown from a determined
tomboy into “a girl of famous beauty and dignity.” As she had in years past, but now for different
reasons, she caught the gray blue eye of Colonel Hampton’s firstborn, who over the same period
had matured into a husky and attractive, if not classically handsome, young man of
nineteen.47Soon after he left college, the couple began courting. The romance blossomed, and
in the fall of 1838 “Mag” and Wade were wed during a lavish ceremony at the bride’s home in
Alexandria, Virginia. Returning to South Carolina, the couple set up housekeeping on a small
estate known as Sand Hills, a gift of Colonel Hampton, which sat squarely between Columbia
and Millwood. Wade’s brothers continued to reside on the local plantation until they married and
inherited land of their own. The unmarried sisters (who would become known, corporately and.
fondly, as “the Aunties”) would remain at Millwood for nearly thirty years, until their majestic
home fell prey to war’s violence.48During their brief life together, two sons and two daughters
were born to Wade and Margaret Hampton: Wade IV, in 1840; Thomas Preston, named for one
of Margaret’s relations, in 1842; Sally, in 1846; and Harriet, in 1848. The three oldest children
had the good fortune, and good health, to reach maturity. Although the fates would later conspire
against them, the boys grew into strapping replicas of their father—impressively tall, muscular,
and vigorous, while Sally became the embodiment of her graceful mother. Little Harriet,
however, was frail and sickly almost from birth, causing her parents growing concern, and later
untold grief.49With the exception of his daughter’s health, Hampton appeared to have few
concerns beyond the normal vicisstitudes of business. He felt fulfilled in both his personal and
professional life, especially when he could combine business and pleasure, as he did during a
memorable journey to the British Isles in the summer of 1846.While primarily a business trip,
aimed at making commercial contacts and opening markets for southern cotton, the excursion
proved to be a whirlwind tour. Hampton’s party visited London, where they dined as guests of
the Duke of Wellington, and Blenheim, seat of the Duke of Marlborough. Exposure to British
society was a heady experience for the young South Carolinian. As he admitted to Margaret,
instead of a brief visit, “I would like to spend two weeks in such society, the entre [sic] to which
we could now easily have.”50Before departing London, the travelers visited Parliament, where
they observed the verbal jousting of Henry Brougham and Lord John Russell, the new prime
minister. Moving on to Oxford, they toured the august university, its equally famous Bodleian
Library, and churchyards with graves dating to the eighth century. Plunging into the English
countryside, the party visited the Bard’s home at Stratford-on-Avon, before inspecting the
factories of Birmingham and the furnaces of Sheffield. A foray into Scotland, which included
stops in Edinburgh and Glasgow, provided Wade with the opportunity to hunt grouse on the



moors. He and his companions even made a pilgrimage to the Abbotsford grave of Walter Scott,
patron saint of southern romanticism.Uncertain transportation induced the travelers to cancel a
side trip to the North of Ireland, but they returned home via the Continent, where they walked the
boulevards of Paris and supped at its quaint cafes. The trip—which introduced Hampton to
princes and poets, soldiers and statesmen, and worthy folk of all classes and walks of life—
furnished him not only with business connections but also with a reservoir of fond memories to
be tapped now and again during the dark and mournful days that lay ahead.51For several years
after his return from England, Wade Hampton III prospered and matured and knew true
contentment. Then came a stunning series of personal tragedies. In June 1852 his wife, who had
been unwell since giving birth to her fourth child, died at MillwOod. Eighteen months later, five-
year-old Harriet succumbed to the illnesses that had plagued her since infancy. The double
tragedy, almost unbearable in its cumulative effect, left husband and father to mourn alone, to
piece together what remained of his life, and perhaps also to question the beneficence of a God
who bestowed on his children untold happiness, only to snatch it away so swiftly and
completely.Eventually, if only for the sake of the children Mag had left behind, he threw off his
mantle of despair and bereavement. “My heart has been full,” he wrote, his youngest sister. “The
past and present alike contributes to make me weak, but I shall hope to gather strength for the
future. It is not a bright one but my duties are many &. so are the blessing.still left to me. I shall
strive to discharge the one & be worthy of the other.”52He sought solace, or at least distraction,
by throwing himself into the management of his ever-growing material possessions. During the
two decades following his marriage, his land holdings had expanded to include four plantations
in addition to Sand Hills, encompassing ten thousand acres and a workforce of more than a
thousand slaves. Three of the estates, tilled by renters (Bayou Place, Otterboume, and Bear
Garden), were situated in South Carolina’s Richland District. Despite its relatively compact size
(835 acres), the fourth plantation, Wild Woods, located in Washington County, Mississippi,
produced the bulk of the cash crops, principally cotton, upon which the family fortune
depended.53The young master did his best to oversee affairs at each venue without meddling in
the affairs of his tenants. The task entailed almost-constant travel, including weeks on the road
to and from his Mississippi estate, which could only be reached by train to Montgomery,
Alabama, then by steamboat down the Alabama River to Mobile, and up the Mississippi to his
private landing. His custom was to spend several weeks each winter in Mississippi. He usually
traveled there alone; in his absence, Margaret and the children had remained at Sand Hills, with
frequent excursions to Millwood.After his wife’s death, the Hampton sisters cared for young
Wade, Preston, and Sally whenever their father was away. The Aunties also looked after another
niece, Annie, daughter of Kit Hampton. The second son had emulated his elder brother in ways
both fortunate and sad: by acquiring a Mississippi plantation of his own (Linden, consisting of
ten thousand acres, mostly in cotton), and by becoming a widower. Here was a cycle of
prosperty and tragedy that would characterize the family for years to come.54Despite his vast
wealth, Hampton’s father—Wade II—had a distressing habit of falling into debt. The value of his



holdings in land, slaves, and the products of both might be unrivaled in the American South, but
they never satisfied his craving for more. Undoubtedly from concern that large-scale cotton and
tobacco production would exhaust the soil but also, it would seem, in response to a basic urge to
acquire, the Squire of Richland District, beginning in the mid-1840s, began to mortgage his
possessions, that he might buy more of them—more land, more farm machinery, more field
hands.This was a direct path to financial trouble, but Wade II went out of his way to worsen his
problems. When relatives and friends attempted to expand their own fortunes via the same
route, he invariably endorsed their notes, thereby increasing his own debt. Before long, the
family’s credit was under strain. Then, in the mid-185 Os, the colonel took out a large mortgage
on the plantation in Mississippi to which he had retired. When he died suddenly in 1858, he
remained, in terms of material possessions, a Deep South Croesus, but he was more than half a
million dollars in debt.Unaccountably, he left no will, forcing his heirs to settle his complicated
and muddled accounts. Wearing his responsibility like a badge of honor, his eldest assumed
most of the family’s debt—more than four hundred thousand dollars’ worth. In return, Wade III
received from his father’s estate the 2,529 acres of bottomland that composed Walnut Ridge,
along with a few dozen chattels. These were too few to work the plantation profitably; he would
have to transfer slaves there from South Carolina. The remainder of the family’s debt was
shouldered by his brothers. Frank took on one hundred thousand dollars of it in exchange for title
to two South Carolina plantations, plus livestock, farm implements, and two hundred slaves.
Christopher Hampton, who continued to live comfortably at Linden, endorsed the remaining
notes, but renounced any claim to additional properties.55As part of his financial
responsibilities, Wade III provided generously for his sisters. He saw to it that the Aunties
received the jewel of the family’s land holdings. At Millwood—which comprised 1,079 acres and
forty slaves—the spinsters-to-be could live out their lives in comfort amid splendid lawns, live
oaks, and enough plant life to give the place “an appearance of eternal summer.” Finally,
miscellaneous properties in South Carolina, Texas, and other far-off climes were left undivided.
Years later, when this land was sold to cover debts against the estate, the sisters, whom the war
had dispossessed, were able to purchase a small tract on which to live out their remaining
years.56A few months after settling his father’s accounts, Hampton tied up a loose end in his
own life by remarrying. His second wife was Mary Singleton McDuffie, daughter of a close friend
of Wade II, the late George McDuffie, former governor of South Carolina and U.S. senator. It is
not known where or how the couple met; Wellman speculates that it occurred on a vacation trip—
both frequented spas and resorts, including Virginia’s White Sulphur Springs. However they
came together, family connections and financial interests quickly drew them close. Mary, who
had assumed management of her father’s plantations upon his death in 1851, frequently sought
financial advice from the son of his close friend.On one such occasion, early in 1856, she wrote
to Hampton in Mississippi, where he was wintering, soliciting his opinion on a number of matters.
He replied warmly, assuring her that “the slightest aid I may be able to give you in the
management of your business can put me neither to trouble [n]or inconvenience.” He proved as



much by appending three pages of instructions and suggestions. In recounting this “gentle
beginning of courtship,” Wellman portrays a handsome couple involved in romantic intimacy as
well as business affairs. He neglects to add some details that cost the tableau some of its
warmth and charm: Mary’s inquiry and Hampton’s advice concerned the most profitable
disposition she could make of her excess slave population—-specifically, whether to put her
chattels on the block that year or the next. Hampton advised her to wait, predicting that some
months hence the chattels would fetch prices as high as, and perhaps higher than, those then
obtaining.57A little more than two years after this episode, the couple were wed in South
Carolina. From the start, the marriage brought Hampton pleasure and contentment, rescuing
him from the melancholy into which he had slipped following Margaret’s death. And yet the
potential for tragedy hung over this union, as it had over his first marriage. Almost from the day
they wed, Mary’s health began to wane. His friends and relatives were struck by the fact that the
robust outdoorsman had twice fallen in love with petite, frail women.As if Mary bequeathed her
constitution to their first child, George McDuffie Hampton, born in January 1859, was plagued by
sickness throughout his early years, causing his father on more than one occasion to fear for his
life. And yet this boy, known to his parents as “McDuffie,” would survive well into the next century,
as would Hampton’s sixth child—his second by Mary—and third daughter. Bom in January 1861
and given her mother’s name, she was called “Daisy” to distinguish her from the many other
Marys in the family.58It has been observed that Wade Hampton III embarked on a political
career more to please his father than to quench any personal ambition. In 1852, rather half-
heartedly it would appear, he announced his candidacy for a seat in the lower house of the
South Carolina legislature. His family’s prominence in Richland District and its long affiliation
with the Democratic Party assured him of victory, and in due course he entered upon a public
life. He made an unremarkable record in the house, although he served creditably enough to win
reelection in 1854. Two years later, when he moved up to the state senate, he took a more active
and prominent role in the public debate on many issues. He was vocal not only on the perils of
reopening the African slave trade but also on whether and how his state should seek redress of
wrongs, real and imagined, by the federal government.59His father and grandfather had been
proponents of states’ rights, but they had also manifested a healthy respect for federal authority.
They had looked askance at earlier attempts by South Carolina to challenge the perceived
usurpation of state prerogatives by the president and the Congress. In 1832, led by her native
son, state sovereignty pioneer (and vice president of the United States) John C. Calhoun, South
Carolina had attempted to nullify two acts that levied taxes on farm goods imported from Europe
—the tariffs were so steep as to be considered ruinous to planter society. Calhoun’s boss, the
strong-willed nationalist Andrew Jackson, defied the Nullificators, declaring their effort to
override Congress a “miserable mockery of legislation” one that posed “the threat of unhallowed
disunion.”60Jackson’s argument prevailed, but the president achieved an uneasy peace rather
than a lasting victory. Calls for South Carolina to leave the Union were renewed several times
over the next two decades. The clamor rose to high pitch following the passage of the Fugitive



Slave Act of, 1850, which many northern states not only failed to enforce but effectively
obstructed. In 1852, a secession convention met in Charleston to air harshly worded grievances
against the government. The delegates adopted an ordinance of secession, but agreed, for
reasons of expediency (essentially, they realized that the rest of the South would not join their
movement), to suspend its implementation. But antagonism toward the central government
continued to percolate throughout the state, and the Secessionist impulse strengthened. More
conservative observers such as Wade Hampton III understood that unless men of their
persuasion failed to shape the public debate, civil war was a distinct possibility.61In this context,
Hampton’s December 1859 speech against the renewed importation of slaves can be seen not
as a humanitarian argument but as a desperate call to stanch a break in the dam of the Union,
thus averting a national disaster. Hampton had long assured his constituents that he had no
support for northern fanatics who viewed emancipation as a moral imperative—the true goal of
such agitators was to break the political and economic power of the South. Yet if such people
were not to be heeded, neither were those who, through an unreasoning fear of federal
institutions, were willing to risk the death of the American experiment in self-government. By
blindly pursuing a vendetta against Washington, these southerners sowed the seeds of their
own destruction.On that December morning—eight days after the execution of John Brown, the
radical abolitionist whose failed attempt to foment a slave uprising had polarized sectional
debate as no other single event—Hampton took the floor of the senate chamber in Columbia
before an overflow audience. Surveying the packed galleries, he began to declaim in tones other
than his normally soft, “watery” voice. He prefaced his comments with a legalistic summary of
the legislation under consideration. Having set the boundaries of the question, he argued clearly
and cogently against “a measure … fraught with a greater danger to the South than any other
that has ever been proposed…. The South should studiously avoid making any new issue that
might avert her from the only true one, which is the union of the South for the preservation of the
South.”62He attacked the idea of repealing the slave trade ban—an idea already approved by
the legislatures of Mississippi, Louisiana, and other cotton states—on a variety of grounds,
including simple decency: It “would institute a practice which would necessarily involve cruel and
inhuman practices; and would, by the introduction of barbarians from Africa, demoralize the
slaves now owned in the United States and infect with evil influences the whole system of
domestic slavery as now established….”63Still, the thrust of his argument was the preservation
of the South’s political power and her social and economic institutions, now threatened by the
short-sighted policies of otherwise good and decent men. The only viable course was
moderation, conciliation, compromise—not from fear of federal retaliation, but from a desire to
preserve the best features of the southern way of life. In concluding his speech, he exclaimed:
“Show me such a one” as would hew to the path he had set forth, “and I will sacrifice everything
but principle and honor to place myself… by the side of the true patriots of the South.”64His
appeal to political sanity brought only a smattering of applause, to the accompaniment of which
he sadly retook his seat. The nature of the response told him that his argument had changed



few, if any, minds, not only on the slave-trade question but also on the larger, more critical issues
he had addressed. It may have been at this moment that Wade Hampton III began to despair for
the future of his state, his region, and the fraying network of interests and institutions that was his
nation.TWO“The legion is to serve wherever ordered.”The fears that underlay Hampton’s
opposition to reopening the slave trade were validated during the sixteen months following his
senate speech. Thanks largely to the words and deeds of southern “fire-eaters” and radical
abolitionists, sectional tensions increased exponentially while Hampton and other conservatives
on both sides of the Mason-Dixon looked on helplessly. The tensions became especially acute
after the spring of 1860. In April the Democratic National Convention, meeting in Charleston,
deadlocked after almost sixty inconclusive ballots. Six weeks later the delegates reconvened in
Baltimore, only to split again over the candidacies of the moderate senator Stephen Douglas of
Illinois and the vice president, John C. Breckinridge of Kentucky, the pro-slavery proponent.
Bellicose factions nominated both men, ensuring that neither would win the White House. On
November 6, following a tense, often hysterical, and sometimes violent campaign conducted
along the same divisive lines as the conventions, former congressman Abraham Lincoln of
Illinois, reviled by southern extremists as the “abolitionist candidate,” won enough electoral votes
to be declared president. Lincoln, however, had polled almost two million popular votes fewer
than his combined opposition, which included a compromise third-party candidate.1Many
southerners, including a clear majority of South Carolinians, refused to accept the results of the
national canvass. Lincoln had risen to power upon a platform that opposed the extension of
slavery into the western territories. However, most southerners believed—or professed to believe
—-that the president-elect would interfere with the Peculiar Institution where it already existed.
Slavery had become such an integral part not only of the southern economy but also of the
social fabric of the region that the mere idea of a “black Republican” in the White House was
cause for precipitate action.Officials in Charleston and elsewhere in the state protested Lincoln’s
victory by hauling down the Stars and Stripes from the roofs of public buildings and the
balconies of private homes and replacing it with a banner of defiance, the state’s Palmetto Flag.
Agitated crowds roamed the streets, poring over newspaper tabulations of the vote, haranguing
anti-Secessionists, and applauding orators who vilified the president-elect. The state’s leading
newspaper, the Charleston Mercury, announced that “the tea has been thrown overboard, the
revolution of 1860 has been initiated.”2In South Carolina, at least, the revolution got off to a quick
start. Having flirted with secession as early as 1832, having approved the policy in principle two
decades later, the state was more than willing to put it to another vote. Four days after Lincoln’s
triumph, the legislature reconvened in response to a call by Gov. Francis W. Pickens. Dubious
about Pickens’s political acumen and mistrustful of his motives, Senator Hampton refused to
attend the special session. Without the benefit of advice from their colleague from Richland
District, the august body called for a convention to meet at Columbia on December 17 to
consider whether the state should formally announce her departure from the Union. As a direct
result of this call, South Carolina’s representatives in the U.S. Congress, including Hampton’s



lecherous uncle, Senator Hammond, resigned their seats and returned home to attend the
convention. Hampton was heartsick but not astounded when, on December 20, the convention,
which had reconvened in Charleston, adopted an ordinance of secession. The news spread to
the comers of the country with the speed of a prairie fire.3As if suddenly concerned that their
actions would bring swift retaliation, hundreds of South Carolinians began to arm themselves
and band together for mutual defense. Militia units, their ranks swelled by an influx of
enthusiastic recruits, paraded through the streets of large cities and small towns throughout the
state. In Charleston, the small U.S. Army garrison commanded by Maj. Robert Anderson
attracted so many jeers, curses, and threats that on the day after Christmas the troops
abandoned their old post at Fort Moultrie and, shrouded by early-morning darkness, rowed out
to occupy the smaller but less accessible Fort Sumter, in the middle of the harbor.4The
garrison’s covert transfer was considered provocative enough that land batteries went up all
across the harbor. By the start of the new year, the muzzles of dozens of cannon and the mouths
of numerous mortars—many of them purchased ten years before during the state’s flirtation with
secession— were trained on Anderson’s new duty station. Looking on with a growing sense of
dread, Hampton realized that the presence of Federal troops in the midst of a state that had
proclaimed its sovereignty would soon prove intolerable to her citizenry. When South Carolina
acted to remove the offending agent, open warfare would commence.The thought forced the
planter-statesman to confront the most fateful decision of his life. He had long cultivated a
reputation as a political moderate, counseling others against precipitate action with a sectional
bias. If such action triggered conflict, the result would be ruinous to his people. The material
advantages of the North were too great to be overcome even by an army of fire-breathing
zealots. From years of associating with Yankee businessmen and politicians, Hampton knew the
North had the will to use every resource at its command to crush rebellion.The coming
confrontation was one that the South could not win except by a major intervention, foreign or
divine. Hampton’s familiarity with European industrialists—including those who had wined and
dined him fifteen years before—-told him that while the European powers might sympathize with
the South’s struggle for freedom, none was likely to provide it with direct military assistance. And
he was enough of a deist to doubt that if and when civil war came to America, God would ally
himself with either side.If Hampton had doubts that his region could prevail in a shooting war, he
did not doubt that he should take part in it. A southerner born and bred, a figure of prominence in
his region’s economic, social, and political life, he never considered abandoning South Carolina
to her fate. Until December 20, he had done his utmost to prevent a clash of tempers and arms.
Now that secession was the avowed policy of his state, he must adhere to it, regardless of its
probable outcome or its potential impact on his family and his fortune. Henceforth, he would
commit himself fully to a cause he had long distrusted.Through the Christmas season, the
Palmetto State remained a movement— or a nation—of one. Soon after the new year came in,
however, she was joined in secession by the rest of the Deep South, as well as by the provinces
of the southwest. On January 9, 1861, Mississippi became the second state to leave the union



by the overwhelming vote of a secession convention. Over the next two days, Florida and
Alabama adopted similar ordinances, although in the latter state a strong Unionist presence
made for a relatively close vote. By the end of the month, Georgia and Louisiana had joined her
sisters in rebellion, and by the first week in February representatives of all six states had met in
Montgomery, Alabama, to organize a government and convene the first session of the
Provisional Congress of the Confederate States of America.5On February 9, the delegates
ended days of discussion and debate by selecting as provisional president Jefferson Davis, a
Mexican War hero, later the secretary of war, later still the senior U.S. senator from Mississippi.
Hampton, who had become acquainted with the man during his part-time residency in
Mississippi, applauded Davis’s selection. His reputation as a sectional moderate and his long
and distinguished record of public service gave the Confederacy instant credibility. Hampton
was less knowledgeable about Davis’s vice president, the diminutive but fiery Alexander
H.Stephens of Georgia, and even less certain of Stephens’s fitness for the position he would
fill.6Confederate President Jefferson DavisIn addition to a congress, the politicos who met in
Montgomery created a provisional army and navy. These branches of service would become the
major components of a permanent military establishment once the Confederacy secured her
independence. Sons of the South who had served as officers in the armed forces of the United
States promptly resigned their commissions and reported in person to the embryonic
government in Montgomery or submitted applications for rank in the Confederate service—
preferably higher rank than they formerly held. In many cases, the applications were
accompanied by endorsements from prominent politicians and other community pillars.Worthy
citizens like Hampton, who were committed to military service but lacked the requisite education
and experience beyond a militia muster or two, could only look on as the defense forces of the
South slowly took shape. In part, the slowness was the result of a general state of uncertainty.
For a time, no one in authority knew how large a military establishment, the South needed, or
what shape it should adopt. Should it be composed primarily of exregulars, militiamen, or
volunteers? If all three were needed, what was the proper ratio? Should officers be elected or
appointed, and who should control their commissioning? How should regiments be raised and
organized? These and other questions awaited a spark in the powder keg of war.By all
indications, the confrontation in Charleston Harbor would provide that spark. It nearly exploded
on January 9 when a relief ship sent from the North by U.S. Commanding General Winfield Scott
tried to reinforce and resupply Anderson’s garrison. The Star of the West had crossed the bar
into the main channel when she was struck by a single round from a masked battery on Morris
Island, on the south side of the harbor. Though damage was slight, her captain elected to abort
the mission, exit the harbor, and return to New York. That was the extent of hostilities thus far—
Anderson’s response to the hostile fire was limited to a written complaint to Francis Pickens.
Though no admirer of the governor, Hampton concurred with the gist of his reply: As South
Carolina was now an independent entity, any attempt to support a Federal installation on her soil
amounted to a hostile act, one that demanded retaliation.7For a time, many Charlestonians



believed that war had already begun. Yet the status quo quickly resumed, and the next several
weeks passed calmly enough. In early March, the pace of events accelerated with the arrival in
the city of Pierre G. T. Beauregard of Louisiana, until recently a brevet major of United States
engineers and now a brigadier general in the Provisional Confederate Army. The courtly Creole,
a Mexican War veteran and former superintendent of West Point, became an immediate favorite
among all classes of the citizenry, especially the female portion thereof. But Hampton knew the
man had come to Charleston not to shake hands or flirt but to force the evacuation of the
garrison whose presence had progressed from local irritant to intolerable affront to South
Carolina’s honor and dignity.8For all his certainty that war was both inevitable and imminent,
Hampton could not hold his life in abeyance while waiting for it to begin. For one thing, he had an
annual excursion to make. In mid-March, he bade farewell to Mary, Sally, McDuffie, and the
newborn Daisy (Wade Jr. and Preston were away at South Carolina College) and embarked by
train and steamboat for the cotton fields of Mississippi. By the twenty-seventh, after a “very dull
trip” down the river, he was in Mobile, the last major stopover before New Orleans, from whence
he would proceed to his plantation by rail. The long, arduous journey seems to have depressed
him. “Tomorrow is my birthday,” he mused in a letter to his favorite sister, noting ruefully that he
was quickly “growing old and no better….” He had little news to impart and inquired after none,
as if the war had become a distant abstraction. He asked Fisher to join Mary McDuffie Hampton
in “Kiss[ing] the babies, and God bless you all.”9The hero of Fort Sumter, P. G. T. BeauregardThe
remainder of the trip was as uneventful as the preceding, but momentous events were
forthcoming. He had been at Wild Woods only a few days, seeing to his fields, his cotton gins,
and his ledger books, when he learned that in the small hours of April 12 Beauregard had
opened on Anderson’s fort with every piece of ordnance at his command. The furious
bombardment lasted for nearly thirty-six hours, almost without let-up. It blasted masonry from
Sumter’s walls, plowed up the earth on her terreplein and parade ground, and shot away the
flagstaff from which the Stars and Stripes flew. For all the damage, no member of the garrison
was killed or wounded. Anderson returned fire as best he could, though his few guns made the
contest an unequal one throughout. Not surprisingly, those cannon also failed to kill or inflict
serious injury. This all-but-bloodless opening to a war destined to be sanguinary in the extreme
ended on the afternoon of the thirteenth, when Anderson, now almost out of ammunition, ran up
a white flag.10The news of Sumter’s assault and surrender told Wade Hampton that his planter’s
life—and perhaps his lifestyle—was at an end. As soon as he could tie up affairs, he left them in
the hands of tenants and overseers. Then it was back to the train and the steamboat to retrace
the path he had taken only days before. He arrived in Charleston, where he was met by Mary,
the baby, and Daisy’s nurse, less than a fortnight after Anderson and his troops had been
paroled and sent by steamer to Washington.11By now Sumter was held by the forces of South
Carolina. The newly adopted Confederate national flag, featuring a circle of seven stars,
designating the states that had declared themselves out of the Union, flew from a makeshift
staff. Beginning on the day of the surrender, Beauregard, Pickens, and other military and political



officials had toured the shot-torn works in ceremonial acceptance of Sumter as a prize of war.
After Hampton reached the city, Pickens assembled another group of dignitaries, including the
new arrival, and returned to the fort. This time, a photographer was on hand to record the visit.
His camera caught the tour group as it inspected a captured Columbiad, Hampton looking
awkward in top hat and cutaway coat—formal clothing did not hang gently on his muscular frame
—and towering above the others in his party.12Upon his arrival, Hampton found Charleston—as
he had found New Orleans, Mobile, and the other cities along his return route—a hotbed of
military preparation. Its cobbled streets were scuffed by thousands of would-be soldiers at drill—
members of militia companies and newly formed volunteer regiments, many garbed in
outlandish uniforms. Despite their sometimes ludicrous appearance, wherever they went they
prompted wild cheering and bursts of excited emotion. Hampton discovered that many of these
units had been bankrolled by Charleston’s commercial, industrial, and financial elite, others by
planters like himself. The recruits and their benefactors vied with one another to be the first to
carry state and local pride onto the field of battle.Wade Hampton (third from the left) inside Fort
SumterObserving the fruits of his neighbors’ generosity, Hampton felt a sense of obligation to
recruit, equip, and perhaps also to lead a unit of his own. Although he was not ruled by military
ambition—at forty-three, he was well past the age at which one saw romance and nobility in war
—his family had a long military tradition, as well as a history of civic duty. Since early youth, he
had been steeped in military-like discipline; since young manhood, he had ordered others about,
sometimes in drill-field fashion. If he was not a born soldier, he knew how to lead, and he carried
the burden of duty and responsibility without stooping. Moreover, some of the most prominent
men in the state, including many who were older than he, had not only financed volunteer units
but also—clad in gilt-smothered uniforms—had led them into state service. Why should he not
follow their lead? For one thing, he cut a more imposing figure in uniform than he did in morning
coat.Already he had offered his services to the governor, while making known his willingness to
serve in any capacity Pickens considered him qualified to fill. If he was not deemed officer
material, he would enlist as a private soldier. As Hampton must have foreseen, Pickens scoffed
at the notion of South Carolina’s wealthiest planter marching to war in the ranks. Thus, he was
immediately receptive to Hampton’s subsequent offer to finance the recruitment and
organization of a combat unit. As befit his station, Hampton proposed to raise a small, self-
contained army whose origins dated to Roman antiquity—a “legion,” embracing several
companies of infantry and cavalry, as well as a battery of light artillery. Part of the cost of fielding
this two thousand- man force Hampton would pay from his own pocket—if the state contributed
as well. He would fund most of its uniforms, equipment, and weaponry, including the long-range,
rifled cannon that he envisioned for the battery.13His offer left the governor equally impressed
by his constituent’s vision and generosity. He approved the idea virtually on the spot, conditional
only upon the sanction of the Confederate War Department. He not only pledged state funds to
augment Hampton’s largesse but also promised to grant Hampton the proper rank—a colonelcy,
at least—to command the organization. Almost at once, he wired word of Hampton’s generosity



to Montgomery, where, on April 27, Secretary of War Leroy Pope Walker approved the idea of
raising a “regiment with legionary formation.” Three days later, Pickens publicly announced the
secretary’s action. He added that he himself would take “great pride” in the legion’s formation
and declared that “no one could with more propriety be selected as commander of such a force
than Colonel Hampton. I will contribute everything in my power to aid in its formation by
furnishing such arms as may be at my disposal, and also in allowing any privileges consistent
with the public service.”14Even before Pickens’s proclamation appeared in the newspapers,
Hampton made the rounds of Charleston’s editors, whom he paid to run recruiting notices. Later
he placed similar announcements in the newspapers of Columbia and other upcountry cities
and towns. A typical notice, which ran in the May 3 editions of the Charleston Daily Courier,
summarized Hampton’s plans for the legion. He intended to raise six companies of
“voltigeurs” (riflemen) for infantry service, as well as four companies of cavalry and a one-
hundred-man battery of light artillery. The field officers would be appointed by President Davis,
while company-level positions (as originally envisioned, each company would field a captain and
four lieutenants) would be filled by vote of the rank-and-file.If the command was accepted into
the Provisional Confederate Army, it would serve for one year, unless hostilities ended sooner, in
which case officers and men would receive an early discharge. Hampton proclaimed that “the
Legion is to serve wherever it may be ordered by the President…. As soon as the companies
report themselves ready for duty they will be ordered into camp for the purpose of drilling
together. It is very desirable to have this corps ready at an early day, as I have every reason to
hope that it will at once be ordered into active service…. ”15Hampton remained in Charleston to
seek candidates for field rank in his organization. He interviewed former members of the U.S.
Army, including West Pointers and graduates of the South Carolina Military Academy, later
known as the Citadel. He looked especially hard at veterans with experience in drilling and
instructing troops. He also spoke to civilian-soldiers with an active militia background as well as
those who, like himself, lacked military experience but not leadership skills.With his recruiting
program off to a promising start, he returned to Columbia with his wife and daughter. There he
met a couple of likely recruits—his sons, both of whom, along with every other member of the
student body, had quit their university studies in order to enlist in a state unit. Another willing
recruit was Frank Hampton, whose eagerness to enter the ranks overrode his natural desire to
remain comfortably at Richland with his wife, Sally Baxter Hampton, a northem-bom beauty of
great poise and charm. Preston and Frank Hampton would join the cavalry portion of the legion,
Frank eventually rising to become its second in command. Later, Preston would join his father’s
staff, while Wade Jr. would secure a position on the staff of Gen. Joseph E. Johnston.16At the
outset, Hampton feared that, because so many recruiters had gotten a head start on him, he
would have a difficult time filling the ranks of his organization. He was wrong—from the first day
of training camp, young men clamored to answer his call to arms. Many were members of militia
companies whose commanders offered their units, lock, stock, and fancy uniforms, to Hampton.
Some of the state’s most venerable defenders would be represented in the organization,



including the Washington Light Infantry of Charleston, ’ a well-led, well-disciplined unit that
became Company A of the legion’s foot contingent. The only drawback to adding these existing
organizations was that many were below the minimum strength demanded of wartime service.
They were quickly filled up, however, by the dozens of raw recruits who responded eagerly, even
frantically, to Hampton’s recruiting campaign.17The youngsters signed up for a host of reasons.
The patriotic impulse was a major motivator, although more than a few were lured by the magic
in the Hampton name and the prospect of soldiering in genteel fashion. The scions of the state’s
best families were numbered among the earliest recruits. They rode in on sleek, thoroughbred
stock, some accompanied by body servants, a few by their favorite hunting dogs. When, days
later, they reported at the training camp Hampton had set up on the edge of his Columbia estate,
they—or, more often, their slaves—lugged steamer trunks carrying not only silk shirts and riding
breeches (to be donned in off-duty hours) but also vials of French cologne, toilet articles of
handmade ivory, tins of exotic cheeses, and bottles of claret. Young men of lesser estate also
signed the muster rolls—the sons of small farmers from Edgefield and Richland, store clerks
from Columbia, stevedores from the Charleston wharves. At first, however, the common folk
were overshadowed by their blue-blooded comrades, ensuring that well before it went to war, the
legion acquired the reputation of an elite command.18So many responded to Hampton’s
recruiting pitch that by May 7, five days after he issued his first call to arms, he could inform
Secretary Walker that he had on hand “many more troops than I am authorized to accept.” Until
the cannon he had ordered arrived from Liverpool, those who had signed up for artillery service
would train as infantry. This gave the organization no fewer than 750 foot soldiers—enough to fill
eight companies instead of the con- templated six. Hampton reiterated that all should go into
training camp as soon as possible: “My desire is to have the Legion ready at a very early day to
respond to any call you may make on it.”19In this letter, Hampton indicated that his generosity
toward the Confederacy, while remarkable, had its limits. He would fund most of the weaponry
necessary to arm the infantry and artillery components of his command. In addition to the
artillery, four hundred Enfield rifles, paid for in Hampton family cotton, were on order from
England. He expected, however, that South Carolina’s armories and arsenals (including those
Federal facilities the state had seized after December 20) would furnish the rest of the shoulder-
arms the infantry needed.The cavalry had already agreed to provide its own weapons, mainly
sabers and pistols, although Hampton appears to have picked up the tab for much of its
equipment. Each trooper would also furnish his own mount; for shouldering this expense, the
government would compensate him at a rate of forty cents per diem. Hampton’s artillery
contingent, however, could not fund the battery teams that were essential to its operation.
Hampton did not wish to incur this cost; he hoped that Pickens would follow through on a pledge
to provide enough animals to mount the battery. In the end, he did. Hampton’s preference was to
organize the unit as horse or “flying” artillery, in which every cannoneer rode a horse, enabling
his unit to keep pace with and closely support its comrades in the cavalry. If, however, Pickens
could not provide the requisite number of animals, the battery would take the field as mounted



artillery, whose men, when in motion, walked or perched atop the limbers and caissons that
transported the unit’s ammunition and tools. In the end, Hampton had to settle for the latter
alternative. In the summer of 1862, however, the battery would be converted to horse artillery
thanks to the patronage of Walker’s successor, George W. Randolph.It has become accepted
fact that Hampton purchased the uniforms worn by his officers and men. Wellman not only
repeats this claim but notes that the entire legion was clothed in uniforms of “rich gray with
gilded buttons and braid, snug jackets, jaunty kepis and shakos.” He bases his description on a
portrait of a member of the legion’s battery, found in a postwar collection of veterans’ memoirs.
The uniform he describes, however, was probably worn only by the artillerymen of the, legion. As
Hampton himself explained to the secretary of war, each of the infantry and cavalry companies
would supply its own uniforms. The militia units, of course, already wore attire of their own
pattern and color.20Given the preference of these prewar organizations for natty and colorful
uniforms not always suitable to active campaigning, it can be surmised that the legion, at least in
its earliest weeks, displayed a variety of clothing styles and a full palette of hues. As time wore
on and the original uniforms wore out, Hampton appears to have paid for replacement garb, or at
least seen to their manufacture. By September 1861, by which time the legion had been in the
field for three months, he wrote Mary Fisher Hampton to request that she and some back-home
friends turn out new uniforms, declaring, “I want them made as soon as possible.” Apparently the
seamstresses answered his call. “You have all been very kind in making them,” he later told his
sister, “and I hope the Legion will be grateful.”21One day after informing the secretary of war
about his recruitment efforts, Hampton wrote to Jefferson Davis, alerting him to the unexpected
influx of recruits and offering to double or even triple the authorized strength of his command. He
noted that the president had recently called for three thousand troops from South Carolina over
and above the state’s initial quota. To help meet the new goal, Hampton offered to turn the
infantry of the legion into a full-sized regiment, composed of ten or more companies. He advised
Davis that he had yet to accept into his ranks any of the proffered militia companies; these he
would inspect in a few days with a view to their worthiness to join such a celebrated organization
as his had become. Whether or not Davis cared to expand the size of the legion (he would, but
would not do so until early 1862), Hampton hoped “in a very short time, to be able to present to
Your Excellency a corps of which my State will never be ashamed.”22This hope rested, in large
measure, on the caliber of the legion’s officers. Relying on his personal interviews and the
recommendations of trusted advisors, before May was out he had filled his complement of field
and staff officers, including Benjamin J. Johnson—former commander of the Washington Light
Infantry—as lieutenant colonel, James B. Griffin as major, Theodore G. Barker as adjutant,
Claudius L. Goodwin as quartermaster, and Thomas Biggs as chief commissary officer. For the
most part, the military experience of these men had militia rather than regular army origins, but
each was a man of ability and resourcefulness, and both Johnson and Griffin could be counted
on to instruct the men thoroughly in the manual of arms.23A number of the company and battery
officers would prove to be just as talented; no fewer than five would go on to careers as generals



of infantry or cavalry. The list included Matthew Calbraith Butler, a young lawyer from Edgefield
County, son-in-law of Governor Pickens, who commanded the “Edgefield Hussars,” later
Company A of the legion’s mounted contingent; James Conner of Charleston, who had
succeeded Johnson as commander of the Washington Light Infantry; Conner’s first lieutenant,
Thomas Muldrup Logan, another Charlestonian, a veteran of the campaign to neutralize Fort
Sumter; Martin W. Gary, an Edgefield lawyer with a bald head, a hawklike nose, and a fiery
temper, who led Company B of the infantry battalion; and Stephen Dill Lee of Charleston, the
only member of the group with professional army experience—West Point graduate, regular
artillerist, and commander of the legion’s light battery. Destined to become the youngest
lieutenant general in Confederate service, by May 1861 Lee had already made a reputation as a
soldier of ability and a leader of men.24
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Michael E. Fitzgerald, “Terribly Poignant. If you are interested in the life of a man who struggles
tremendously against long odds, loses and spends the balance of his life coping admirably with
the results of his earlier labors then you have found a very good work indeed.What makes an
exemplary combat soldier? I am not talking about West Point trained people like Robert E. Lee
or Ulysses S. Grant. Given their background, it is much easier to understand their rise to
prominence. I am talking about men like Nathan Bedford Forrest, Joshua Lawrence Chamberlin,
John B. Gordon, Benjamin Grierson, and Wade Hampton. At the start of the war, none of these
men had any military training. Forrest was a slave trader. Chamberlain was a professor. Gordon
was a lawyer, Grierson a musician and Hampton was a planter. Hampton was a slave owner, a
plantation owner whose wealth made him the richest man in antebellum South Carolina. There
was no real need for him to fight. He easily could have left that job to others. But fight he did.
During the course of the American Civil War he became one of the finest combat officers
produced by either side and Edward Longacre does an absolutely excellent job of detailing his
life experiences.In 1861 Wade Hampton raised a combat brigade and personally financed all of
its weapons. It consisted of of six companies of infantry, four companies of cavalry, and one
battery of artillery. His initial fight was at Bull Run. Wounded for the first of five times during the
war, he led a charge against a federal artillery position and is given credit for turning the tide of
battle in the Confederates favor. Subsequently promoted to brigadier general, he was severely
wounded at Seven Pines, returning to duty in time to lead a brigade at the end of the Seven
Days.After Malvern Hill, Robert E. Lee reorganized his cavalry into a division under J.E.B. Stuart
who selected Hampton as his senior subordinate. Hampton led a series of raids during
Fredericksburg but he saw no action at Chancellorsville. During the Gettysburg Campaign, he
was slightly wounded at Brandy Station. His brigade participated in Stuart's misadventure, losing
contact with Lee, but reached Gettysburg late on July 2, 1863 where he was yet again wounded.
Part of Lee's pincer movement with Pickett, he collided with Custer 6 miles north of Gettysburg
and his mission failed in its intended support of Pickett's Charge. Wounded multiple times in this
action he returns to Virginia in the same ambulance as John Bell Hood.His wounds from
Gettysburg were slow in healing but he returned in time to participate in the Overland Campaign
of 1864. When J.E.B. Stuart was killed at Yellow Tavern Hampton succeeded to overall
command of the Army of Northern Virginia's Cavalry Corps. He distinguished himself at Trevilian
Station, defeating Sheridan in detail and would not lose an engagement for the remainder of the
war. In January 1865, Hampton returned to South Carolina to recruit additional soldiers.
Promoted to lieutenant general he was eventually surrendered with Joe Johnston's army at
Durham, North Carolina.At war's end he was understandably bitter. He had sacrificed his wealth,
land, a son and his body in the South's bid for independence. His battle wounds would never
completely heal. His home had been burned by Sherman's soldiers, much of his fortune had
been depleted, and his slaves were now free men. He would later lose his second wife and go



bankrupt. Times were very tough indeed. Hampton was especially angry upon the arrival of
black troops for occupation duty and he would lead the resistance against the Radical
Republicans' plans for the South's Reconstruction. Entering politics he would twice be elected
Governor of South Carolina and serve 12 years as South Carolina's Senator in Washington,
DC.His was an amazing life. A man who continually strove to succeed against all odds, he was a
man who never stopped fighting. And while much of what he fought for during the Civil War was
the right to own other men, after the war he espoused black suffrage. This is a most interesting
biography, clearly written with a passion for its subject, and a work which will make you stop and
think about what strength of character really is.”

Judson, “Fine bio of a remarkable individual. As a Southerner and a South Carolinian by birth
and heritage, I found this to be a very well-written and highly informative treatment of the life of
one of the state's preiminent historical figures.From all evidence, Wade Hampton III was indeed
a consumate gentleman and an effective soldier.Like so many others of his era, he invested his
fortune and his station in life in defense of a cause he believed was right, but one that ultimately
proved to be indefensible both militarily and morally.Though this book focuses mainly on his life
leading up to and including his service in the war between the states, Hampton's subsequent
record of service as an agent of political and cultural change is worthy of mention and should be
of interest to readers of this volume.”

cynthiameadows1, “Five Stars. Great reading for those who love this period of history.”

Laurel S., “Five Stars. Very well written. I am a history buff and this is a must read book.”

Wilford Kale, “Five Stars. Great gift…excellent service”

E. E Pofahl, “PLANTER-CSA GENERAL-STATESMAN. In the preface, the author notes that
although Hampton's life story is inherently interesting, book writers have neglected Confederate
General Wade Hampton III. The author addresses this problem writing a biography that
concentrates on Hampton's Civil War activities telling the story of a remarkable and fascinating
general. Born into a wealthy family in antebellum South Carolina, he was active in the family's
business affairs, was an accomplished horseman and inherited from his paternal grandfather a
sense of duty. While a slaveholder, Hampton he remained a moderate and supported
preserving the Union.When South Carolina seceded Hampton wrote the governor offering to
recruit, organize and finance a combat unit. Hampton was made a colonel in command of his
unit. The text gives an interesting account of Hampton and his unit's baptism under fire at the
First Battle of Manassas. Hampton was a military amateur, however, the author notes his first
combat "... was a performance that would have done credit to a twenty-year veteran of the
regular service."Hampton was promoted to brigadier general but was wounded at Fair Oaks and
invalided to Richmond. When his unit was reorganized, Hampton was offered a command in



J.E.B. Stuart's cavalry. The author notes Hampton's critical opinion of cavalry units in general
and Stuart's flamboyant style in particular. Throughout the book, these criticisms of cavalry,
J.E.B Stuart, and R.E. Lee are a most interesting. However, the author writes "The criticism that
Hampton leveled at Stuart from time to time was not always accurate or fair." Nevertheless,
Hampton was a quick-learn on operations and cavalry tactics and received praise from Stuart
and Lee.His first dose of cavalry combat was at Second Manassas followed by Lee's Maryland
campaign. He called the Maryland invasion a strategic miscalculation apparently ignoring its
strategic potential. The author provides interesting narratives of Hampton's cavalry experience
with Stuart. The cavalry operations as Lee moved north into Pennsylvania. are described
culminating with the July 2, 1862 cavalry engagements north of Gettysburg where Hampton
received two serious head-wounds.After recovering from his wounds, Stuart assigned Hampton
a division where he participated in the Mine Run campaign. The spring of 1864 saw the Grant/
Meade campaign from the Wilderness to Petersburg. The text describes the several cavalry
actions in which Hampton was engaged. Following J.E.B. Stuart's death at Yellow Tavern
although Hampton and his command often received praise from Lee, Hampton was not formally
made commander of the Cavalry Crops for three months. Hampton cavalry operations a
Petersburg are well described. As commander Hampton was often praised and showed a
"preference for dismounted fighting, a stark departure from his successor's reliance on mounted
warfare with saber and pistol." In an action that even Stuart would have been proud, Hampton
and his cavalry rustled 2,486 Union cattle that helped to relieve the chronic hunger pangs of the
Petersburg defenders.Convinced that he could stop Sherman who was headed for South
Carolina after capturing Atlanta and northern Georgia, Hampton applied to R.E. Lee and
received permission to go to South Carolina "to oversee his commands rehabilitation and then
lead it against Sherman...." Before leaving, Hampton was promoted to the rank lieutenant
general, making him the highest-ranking cavalry commander of the war. However, as Columbia's
local commander he made several mistakes trying to save the city and was accused by
Sherman as being responsible for the fire that ravaged Columbia. When Joe Johnston was
reinstated as overall commander in the western theater Hampton reported to him. The text
describes Hampton's involvement in the military actions leading up to Johnston's surrender to
Sherman. While his men were bound by the surrender, Hampton was unsure of his own status
and proposed to fight on with Jefferson Davis.However, because of the wretched state of his
family's finances he returned home to Columbia where he took an oath to abide by the
constitution and was pardoned by President Andrew Jackson on November 13, 1865. The story
of Hampton's postwar experiences is fascinating. His debts were enormous and his assets were
destroyed so that he was forced to declare bankruptcy in December 1868. He took a position in
the life insurance industry, and in 1876 was elected governor of South Carolina. The author
notes "His repeated calls for patience and restraint won him much favorable publicity not only
locally but on the national level." He continued to support and argue for fair and just treatment of
black citizens. Less than six weeks after election to a second term he was elected to the US



Senate where he served for 12 years. During his Senate terms, political enemies in South
Carolina gained control ultimately ending his political activities. Still beloved by the people, when
his home burned down in 1899, his neighbors built him a new and larger house. On April 11,
1902, surrounded by loved ones, at age eighty-four he died uttering the words "God bless all my
people, black and white."”

saint michael, “Saint Michael. This written portrait of one of the Confederate Army's most
capable and strong willed Officer's is a must for any researcher/historian of this period of
warfare.A "converted" Calvaryman who excelled in both tactics and battlefield bravery, Hampton
suffered many personal setbacks in this war, including the loss of two sons in the fighting against
the Union forces. An highlight of his personal combat career was during the fighting for the
"Wilderness" in 1864.Overall a damn fine book of a damn fine soldier, worthy of it's 5 star rating.”

The book by Edward G. Longacre has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 17 people have provided
feedback.
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